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In this webinar, we will review:
 The specificity of social media as it relates to online research
 Different types of social media used in human subjects
research
 Tips for evaluating what qualifies as appropriate recruitment
and data collection techniques in diverse online spaces
 Relevant issues and important considerations for
IRBs regarding social media research
 Techniques for IRBs to address questions of social norms in
online communities and social media for a
 Strategies for how IRBs can estimate baseline risks to
subjects, and specifically, what constitutes risk and what
constitutes more than minimal risk in online research.
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Definitions:
“internet research” as an umbrella term
(a) Utilizes the internet to collect data or information, e.g., through online
interviews, surveys, archiving, or automated means of data scraping
(b) Studies how people use the internet
internet, e
e.g.,
g through collecting and observing
activities or participating on social network sites, listservs, web sites, blogs,
gaming, or other online environments or contexts
(c) Utilizes or engages in data processing, analysis, or storage of datasets,
databanks, and/or repositories available via the internet
(d) Studies software, code, and internet technologies
((e)) Examines the design
g of systems,
y
, interfaces,, pages,
p g , and elements
(f) Analyzes visual and textual content of sites, including websites and Internetfacilitated images, writings, and media forms
(g) Studies large scale production, use, and regulation of the Internet by
governments, industries, corporations, and military forces. (AoIR, 2012)
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What is ethically unique to internet data
and internet research?







Greased
Malleable
Trackbackable/mineable
“Mashable”
Scale and access
Interoperable: travels across platforms (collapse of
“internet” and cell/mobile/grid)
 Interconnectedness: more readily collapsible boundaries
between subjects/researchers (and third parties)

Myopic versus hyperopic perspectives
 Bleeding out of/from research frame
 Social space
o

Participants WILL discuss, interrogate, and sometimes
flame the research

 Transiently populated—both researchers and
subjects
o

Consider two examples from WoW: University of
D
Denver
versus Ch
Chen’s
’ WoW
W W research
h

 Explosion of perspectives and norms
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New ethical issues or repackaged issues?
The Same Principles

New Problems?

Ethical research is that which seeks to do no
harm.

Harm may be unforeseeable due to greased
and malleable nature of Internet data.
DOWNSTREAM HARMS.

The greater the vulnerability of the subject,
the greater the obligation to protect.

Continuum of masked nature of vulnerabilities
versus open vulnerabilities; ensuring of
informed consent

Research integrity itself (good methods and
ethics = good research)

Verifiability of subjects; crowdsourced
research; “involvement” of subjects in
methods may unblind or bias research results

“Investigators and IRBs should remember that the Belmont principles…are as
applicable to internet research as they are to any other form of human subjects
research. Regardless of how the regulations may be interpreted in individual
studies, adherence to these fundamental principles is important to encouraging
public trust in the ethical conduct of internet research” (SACHRP DRAFT 2013)

Remember: As CNN Tells Us…
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Poll
 What area of internet research brings the most
concerns to your board?
o
o
o
o

o

Recruitment issues
Privacy issues
Data security issues
Considerations of public versus private
data/information
Others?

Let’s look at cases in three areas:
 Social media and recruitment
 Social media and data collection
 Social media and experimental research
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Case 1:
Recruitment in World of Warcraft
 A researcher would like to solicit WoW gamers for survey
research The researcher gets IRB approval and then
research.
proceeds to post to the guild discussion board.
o
o

What issues arise?
What should the IRB look for in the recruitment script
and consent document?

 Three scenarios show the importance of context and
g the norms of the site p
prior to recruiting:
g
knowing

Issues:
 Recruitment, part of informed consent considerations
 “Permissions” and norms
o
o

FAQs
FAQ
Community input

 Risks
o

o

Informational risk: “Inappropriate and or unauthorized
disclosure, misuse, transmission or appropriation of data”
Foreseeable? Everyday life?
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Poll
 Does your IRB consider or require the
researcher to address the TOS or EULA or other
site policies as part off your protocol review?
?
o
o
o

YES
NO
NOT SURE
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Case 2:
Recruitment on a dating site
 The research question:
Do men who go online to seek domination (by
women)) differ
ff from
f
baseline rates off sexuallytransmitted disease and STD risk?
 The strategy:
Phony personal ad on fetish dating site for
recruitment. Plan is to find the men, get contact
information then follow
information,
follo up
p to recruit
recr it for st
study.
d
Will adopt persona to attempt to get contact info.
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Poll
 Mark you biggest concern …
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Deception in the personal ad
Deception in post-ad contact
Harming the trustworthiness of the site
Vulnerability of potential recruits
Handling recruits’ personal information (privacy)
Just feel queasy about it / Other
N concerns, seems lik
No
like an easy approvall

A few issues …





Baseline exposure / risk
Appropriateness of deception / misdirection
Norms and terms of use of sites
Privacy
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Baseline exposure / risk
 What is everyday risk among the target population?
o

o

o

Does the fetish dating site already create a profile? With
what information? Who can see it?
What is the risk-acceptance of the site user who responds
to a non-research message?
What is the risk profile of site users overall?

 What new risks are associated with recruitment
and participation?
o

Of course, this gets to the essence of the study

Deception and misdirection
 Contrast three versions of the fetish recruitment
scenario:
o

o
o

v1. When the recruit contacts the “dominant,” “she”
gets contact info, and then a researcher calls,
identifies self, and attempts to recruit / provides
informed consent (acknowledging fake ad)
v2. Just like v1., but never admits it was a fake ad
v3. Instead of g
getting
g contact info,, the “dominant”
asks him to share his profile; study consists of
reviewing the private profile shared under deception.
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Deception and informed consent
 Timing and context matter
o
o
o

Informed consent requires “informed”
Usual requirement to debrief, correct misinformation
For these to be waived, there has to be good
justification

 Some special issues online
o

May lose contact with subject before able to debrief
 Consider
C
id th
the worst-case
t
point
i t to
t lose
l
contact
t t

o

May have difficulty convincing subject of the real
information

Norms and privacy considerations
 Norms
o
o
o

Expectations and consensus
Shifting terrains
Sensitivity of topic  risk levels

 Privacy
o

“Appropriate control and flow of information”
(Nissenbaum, 2011)

o

“If access to an online context is publicly available, do
members/participants/authors perceive the context to be
public?
bli ? Wh
Whatt considerations
id ti
might
i ht b
be necessary tto
accommodate ‘perceived privacy’ or the notion that
individuals might care more about the appropriate flow of
information as defining it as public or private?”
(AoIR, 2013)
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Case 3:
Data collection and observation
 Example 1:
A research team wants to use “public” postings to
analyze reports of adverse effects to a medication
medication. The
IRB is conflicted whether this is human subjects research
or not, as there is no direct interaction or intervention with
subjects. However, some of the postings have identifiable
- and possibly private - information.

 Two scenarios:
o

o

C ll ti T
Collecting
Twitter
itt streams,
t
message board
b d postings,
ti
and blogs
Facebook graph
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Poll
 Have you reviewed a crowd-sourced protocol?
A.
B.
C.

Yes
No
Unsure

Case 4:
Data collection and observation
 Example 2:
A research team would like to use crowd sourcing as a
means to obtain data.
data
They will post their recruitment script to M-Turk.
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Authenticity, Reliability, Validity

Case 4:
Data collection and observation
 Example 3:
Data from repositories
 Variety of types of data banks and repositories
o
o

Individual researcher data (NSF/NIH data sharing)
Crowd sourced datasets

 Most have terms of use/user agreements
 IRBs can be forward thinking and start including
questions of reuse and banking on protocol forms
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Crowd-sourced datasets/repositories
“There is zero privacy anyway, get over it
Although
g yyou can upload
p
yyour data using
gap
pseudonym,
y
there is no way to anonymously submit data. Statistically
speaking it is really unlikely that your medical and genetic
information matches that of someone else. By uploading
you do not only disclose information about yourself, but also
about your next kinship (parents and siblings), that shares
half of a genome with you. Before uploading any genetical
data you should make sure that those people approve off
you doing so.” (openSNP)

Issues with crowd-sourced data
 Principles of justice—maybe it can balance out the WEIRD
problem?? (Henrich, 2010: undergrad research subjects
are typically: “Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich and
Democratic )
Democratic”)
 Integrity of data
 Consent—community, family?
 Confidentiality—worker ID is correlated with other data
 Payment to subjects
 “What are the potential ethical consequences of stripping
data of personally identifiable information?” (AoIR, 2013)
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Case 5:
Experimenting on Wikipedia
 The challenge:
Wikipedia has trouble retaining new editors because their
early edits are often reverted without explanation
explanation, often
by people using mass-revert tools.
 The research idea:
Build a tool to help educate/socialize Wikipedians into
being nice to editors. It can semi-automate feedback
to them saying “don’t bite the newbies” – with
progressively more intense messages from helpful
tips to severe rebukes.
 Measure of success:
Retention of newbies
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A few thoughts…
 The talk page, even though specific to the user, is public
 The user may be only identified by a self-chosen
pseudonym
 There are already plenty of bots out there to automate or
semi-automate reverts and feedback
 Does it matter who the messages appear to come from?
 The result being studies is about newbies, not the direct
targets of the intervention
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Poll
 Is this proposed research:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Not human subjects research
Exempt
Expedited
Full Review
Not appropriate at all
Don’t know, Depends

Case 6:
MovieLens: Building an online
community for research
 True story
 Short-window opportunity to build an online community
based on movie recommendations for tens of thousands
of users
 Once the community is there, two types of activities
o
o

General improvements (add features, improve design, etc.)
Specific experiments and studies ((field experiments, virtual
lab experiments, recruit from site for surveys, etc.)
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Poll
 How should the IRB handle this?
o

o

o

o
o

Site needs one-time review before launch (including
sign-up
i
i f for
info
f informed
i f
d consent),
) also
l needs
d new
review for every design change or experiment.
Site should get a comprehensive protocol review to
cover design, maintenance, and a range of
experiments.
Site development / maintenance isn’t human subjects
research; review specific studies as they arise.
This doesn’t seem to need review at all.
Don’t know, help!
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Starting with the Wikipedia study …
 Collateral damage
o

o
o

No risk to people being studied, but risk to the editors who
were “biting
biting the newbies”
newbies
If we studied them, we’d have to look at that risk
Can we conduct a Marx Brothers study to see whether
hitting a bystander with a frying pan makes our subject
feel better?

 Risks to the community vs. individual
o

o

Even if nobody is harmed, what if this damages the culture,
community
it off Wikipedia?
Wiki di ?
Is this relevant to IRB review? Should it be?

 And what about the community/operator’s right to control
research on their site??

The MovieLens example
 This isn’t just real, it is one of hundreds of such examples
 How we handled it:
o

System isn’t human subjects research
 But worked with general counsel on member agreement

o

System upgrades also aren’t

o

But specific studies usually are …
 either separate IRB review (exemption)
 or protocol review for a suite of related research

o

Different answers from different IRBs
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Four closing thoughts …
 Norms are different, and often evolve
o

Privacy expectations keep changing

 Nobody worried about the effect on “the park”
o

Recruitment and studies can have repercussions far
beyond enrolled subjects

 Anonymity is all too impermanent
o

AOL, Netflix, Amazon mTurk

 Everything will change
o

No effective alternatives to education, interaction

Resources
1. AoIR, 2013, “Ethical Decision Making…”
2. 2013 Draft SACHRP Considerations
3. Sample IRB Internet Research Guidelines
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Questions and comments
To submit a question,
question
simply click on the Q & A menu
at the top of the screen.
webinars@primr.org

Disclaimer
Please note that the presentations and
views are those of the individual
speakers, and do not represent the
organizational views of PRIM&R.
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Thank you!
Please complete
the evaluation.
Joan Rachlin, JD, MPH
Executive Director
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